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Surface induced ordering in thin film diblock copolymers: Tilted
lamellar phases

Y. Tsoria) and D. Andelmanb)

School of Physics and Astronomy, Raymond and Beverly Sackler Faculty of Exact Sciences, Tel Aviv
University, 69978 Ramat Aviv, Tel Aviv, Israel

~Received 29 March 2001; accepted 25 April 2001!

We investigate the effect of chemically patterned surfaces on the morphology of diblock copolymers
below the order–disorder transition. Profiles for lamellar phases in contact with one surface, or
confined between two surfaces are obtained in the weak segregation limit using a Ginzburg–Landau
expansion of the free energy, and treating it with mean-field theory. The periodically patterned
surface induces a tilt of the lamellae in order to match the surface periodicity. The lamellae relax
from the constrained periodicity close to the surface to the bulk periodicity far from it. The phases
we investigate are a generalization to the mixed~perpendicular and parallel to the surface! lamellar
phases occurring when the two surfaces are homogeneous. A special case when the surface pattern
has a period equal to the bulk lamellar period showing ‘‘T-junction’’ morphology is examined. Our
analytic calculation agrees with previous computer simulations and self-consistent field theories.
© 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1379759#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Diblock copolymers are made up of two chemically d
tinct polymer chains which are covalently bonded togeth
The process of macroscopic phase separation usually oc
ring for incompatible chains is suppressed because of
imposed connectivity between the two blocks. Instead,
system may undergo a mesoscopic phase separation.
thermodynamic state of the system depends on
parameters:1–5 the fraction of the A monomersf 5NA /N and
xN, whereNA andNB are the lengths of the A- and B-block
respectively, andN is the polymerization index,N5NA

1NB . The Flory parameterx measures the interaction en
ergy ~in units of kBT, the thermal energy! between two
monomers and is positive if the two monomers repel e
other. For symmetric melt (f 5 1

2) and smallx ~high tempera-
ture!, the disordered, homogeneous phase has the lowes
energy. Increasingx above the order disorder transitio
~ODT! point, x5xc ~lowering the temperature!, results in a
phase transition to a lamellar phase. For a fixedx.xc , and
as a function of the A/B asymmetry (f Þ 1

2) the prevailing
mesoscopic ordered phases can have hexagonal or c
symmetries as well.3,4

When a block copolymer~BCP! melt is put in contact
with a surface, the surface reduces the chain entropy. In
dition, it interacts chemically with the blocks, leading to
surface behavior which can be very different from that of
bulk. Fredrickson6 has considered BCP in contact with a un
form surface having preferred interaction to one of t
blocks. In the weak-segregation regime, he used mean-
theory to investigate systems both below and above the O
Above, but close to the ODT, the order parameter~being the
deviation of the A monomer concentration from its avera
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value f ! has decaying oscillations characterized by a cor
lation lengthj. Approaching the ODT,j diverges, and below
the ODT the system is characterized by a spatially modula
order parameter.6

The situation is more complex for a copolymer melt co
fined between two surfaces. For a thin-film of BCP melt, t
interplay of the spacing 2L between the surfaces, the Flor
parameterx, and the surface interactions results in a ri
interfacial behavior.7,8 The phase behavior of thin BCP film
subject to uniform surface fields has been investigated
merically using self-consistent field~SCF! theory9,10 and
Monte-Carlo simulations,7,11 and was found to consist of par
allel, perpendicular and mixed lamellae denotedL i , L' , and
LM , respectively. The latterLM phase has parallel lamella
extending from one surface, which are jointed in a T-juncti
defect with perpendicular lamellae extending from the op
site surface.12,13At a given inter-surface spacing, increasin
the ~uniform! surface interactions promotes a parallel orie
tation with either A-type or B-type monomers adsorbed
the surface. However, if the spacing 2L between the surface
is incommensurate with the lamellar periodicity, or the i
compatibility x is increased, a perpendicular orientation
favored.14

In the present paper we analytically derive expressi
for the order parameter of a BCP melt confined between
parallel flat surfaces, below the bulk ODT temperature, a
in the weak-segregation limit. In Sec. II we introduce
model of a confined BCP melt in contact with either hom
geneous or sinusoidally patterned surfaces.15 Contrary to the
system above the ODT, studied earlier in a separate work8,16

a linear response theory assuming small order parameter
response to the surface fields is inadequate, since the
phase has an inherent spatially varying structure. Instead
Sec. III an expansion is carried out around a tilted lame
phase of the bulk. A simple ansatz for the deviation of t
0 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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order parameter from its bulk value is suggested, utiliz
the symmetry of the problem. A close similarity is show
between this problem and the symmetric tilt grain boun
aries, with a mathematical solution very similar to what h
been derived in Ref. 17. In Sec. IV the problem of one p
terned surface is extended to a melt confined between
surfaces, one being chemically patterned while the secon
chemically homogeneous. We obtain confined tilted lame
phases, and, in particular,LM phases. The lamellae extendin
from the patterned surface merge with the parallel order
induced by the homogeneous surface.

II. THE MODEL

When a BCP system in the disordered~high temperature!
phase is cooled below the ODT, a lamellar phase forms18,19

for f 5 1
2 ~symmetric! or whenu f 2 1

2u is small. The behavior
of such systems was modeled numerous times in
past4,8,16,20–22using coarse grained Ginzburg–Landau fr
energy. A possible form~in units of kBT) used throughout
this paper is

Fb5E { 1
2 tf21 1

2 h@~¹21q0
2!f#21

u

4!
f42mf}d3r ,

~1!

where

q0.1.95/Rg , ~2!

t52rN~xc2x!, ~3!

xc.10.49/N, ~4!

h53rc2Rg
2/2q0

2. ~5!

The copolymer order parameterf is defined asf(r )
[fA(r )2 f , the deviation of the local A monomer conce
tration from its average value.Rg is the gyration radius of the
chains (Rg

2. 1
6 Na2 for Gaussian chains! and the chain den

sity r is equal to 1/Na3 for an incompressible melt. Th
chemical potential ism while u/r and c are dimensionless
parameters of order unity. Hereafter we set the monomer
to unity,a51, expressing all lengths in units ofa. By choos-
ing u/r5c51 ~and recalling thatf 5 1

2), all parameters in
the model are given in terms ofx andN.

Above the ODT,x,xc , the free energy~1! describes a
system in the homogeneous, disordered phase having a
form order parameterf50. This system has been previous
studied by us in Ref. 16. Below the ODT,x.xc , the lamel-
lar phase of periodd052p/q0 becomes stable. Close to th
ODT, x*xc , ~weak segregation limit!, the order paramete
is given in the singleq-mode approximation asf(r )
5f01fq cos(q0•r ), and for symmetric BCP (f 5 1

2), used
throughout the paper,̂f(r )&5f050. It is worthwhile to
mention that similar free energy functionals have been u
to describe bulk and surface phenomena in diblo
copolymers,3,4,17,18amphiphilic systems,23 Langmuir films,24

and magnetic~garnet! films.25

The interaction of the BCP with the confining surfaces
assumed to be short-range and limited to the surface o
The surface free energyFs ~in units of kBT! has the form:
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Fs5E $s~r s!f~r s!1tsf
2~r s!%d

2r s, ~6!

where the integration is carried out over all surface positio
$r s%. At a point r s on the surface, the first term is propo
tional to the order parameter, withs(r s) being a surface
field. The magnitudes(r s) of this surface field can be con
trolled by coating the substrate with random copolymers.26,27

The second~quadratic! term allows us to describe case
where the local surface segregation is different than the b
a positivets means local increase of the Flory parametex
and a lower phase transition temperature.

The surface effects are contained in the correction to
order parameter

df~r ![f~r !2fb~r !, ~7!

where the bulk order parameterfb(r ) in the symmetric
lamellar phase is given by

fb~r !5fq cos~q0•r !, ~8!

fq
2528t/u. ~9!

The bulkfb does not depend on surface properties, and
call thatt,0 below the ODT. The total free energyF5Fb

1Fs is now expanded about its bulk valueF@fb# to second
order indf:F5F @fb#1DF, with

DF5E $@~t1hq0
4!fb1 1

6 ufb
31hq0

2¹2fb2m#df

1 1
2 ~t1 1

2 ufb
2!~df!21 1

2 h@~¹21q0
2!df#2%d3r

1E $s~r s!df~r s!12tsfb~r s!df~r s!

1tsdf2~r s!%d
2r s. ~10!

This expansion is valid in the weak segregation limit and
small enough surface fields. In the next section we find
function df(x,y,z) that minimizes the free energy func
tional DF for a given choice of bulk morphologyfb(r ) and
surface fields(r s).

III. BCP MELT CONFINED BY ONE PATTERNED
SURFACE

When the confining substrate is spatially modulated,
least one additional length scale enters the problem. Num
cal studies of thin BCP film below the ODT temperature
the presence of sinusoidally patterned surfaces of perioddx

have been carried out by Petera and Muthukumar.28 It was
found that the lamellae are tilted with an angleu
[arccos(d0 /dx) with respect to the normal to the surface. W
proceed along similar lines, assuming that the pattern loca
at y50 @see Fig. 1~a!# is described by a single harmonic,

s~x,z!5s~x!5s01sq cos~qxx! ~11!

and is translational invariant in thez-direction. The param-
etersq sets the strength of the modulation mode, while t
averagê s(x)& is given bys0 . Throughout this section we
assumes050, hence the surface is overall neutral to the A
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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adsorption. Furthermore, the periodicitydx52p/qx along
the x-axis is assumed to be longer than the natural lame
periodicity d0 in the bulk,dx.d0 .

The surface fielddf is the response of the BCP syste
to the presence of the surface fields. It is expected to vanish
far away from the surface:

lim
y→`

df~x,y,z!50 ~12!

recovering the bulkf5fb phase. In general, the bulk lame
lae can be tilted with respect to they50 surface:

fb~x,y!5fq cos~q0 cosux1q0 sinuy1a! ~13!

and this form offb will be used as a zeroth order approx
mation tof(x,y). Note that the bulk free energy Eq.~1! is
invariant with respect to rotations and translations of
lamellae, and does not depend on the tilt angleu and the
phase shifta. These parameters are chosen such that t
minimize the surface free energy Eq.~6!. The tilt angleu
determines the overlap of the lamellae with the surface in
mogeneities, while the phase shifta distinguishes between
two identical tilts, in-phase (a50) and out-of-phase
(a5p) with respect to the surface. Upon integrating thex
variable, the surface free energy Eq.~6! is minimized if the
angle u obeys cosu5qx /q0 and a5p. Therefore, we use
below a bulk phasefb given by

fb52fq cos~qxx1qyy!, ~14!

FIG. 1. Schematic drawing of the BCP film. In~a! the BCP melt of period-
icity d0 is confined by a flat patterned surface aty50. The tilt angle with the
normal to the surface isu, ~see Sec. III!. In ~b! the melt is confined by a
patterned surface aty52L and a homogeneous surface aty5L ~Sec. IV!.
Downloaded 15 Jul 2001 to 132.66.16.6. Redistribution subject to AIP
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qx5q0 cosu, qy5q0 sinu. ~15!

For the correction order parameterdf we choose

df~x,y!5g~y!cos~qxx!. ~16!

This correction describes a lamellar ordering perpendicu
to the surface, and commensurate with its periodic
dx52p/qx . The overall morphology of the lamellae is
superposition of the correction fielddf with the bulk tilted
phase, having a periodicityd0 . The region where the com
mensurate correction fielddf is important is dictated by the
amplitude and range of the amplitude functiong(y). It is
now possible to use ansatz~16! to integrate out thex depen-
dence in the free energy, Eq.~10!, resulting in an effective
one-dimensional free energy17

DF~y!52 1
2 t cos2~qyy!g21 1

4 h~qy
2g1g9!2

1 1
2 @sqg1ts~g222fqg!#d~y!. ~17!

For convenience we have included the surface free ene
terms of Eq.~6! by the use of a Dirac delta functiond(y).

Applying the variational principle with respect tog(y)
yields a master equation:

@A1C cos~2qyy!#g~y!1Bg9~y!1g99~y!50, ~18!

with parametersA, B andC given by

A52t/h1qy
4,

B52qy
2, ~19!

C52t/h.

The equation is linear ing(y) since the free energy is ex
panded to second order around its bulk solutionfb . Clearly
the bulk solution (g[0) solves the Euler–Lagrange equ
tion, and hence Eq.~18! is homogeneous. The boundary co
ditions on they50 surface are

sq22tsfq12tsg~0!1hqy
2g8~0!1hg-~0!50,

~20!
qy

2g~0!1g9~0!50.

Hence the fourth order differential equation~18! has to sat-
isfy two boundary conditions, mixing the valueg(0) and its
first three derivatives at the surface.

Consider the Euler–Lagrange equation~18! obeyed by
the functiong(y). It is similar to the Schro¨edinger equation
for an electron in a periodic one–dimensional poten
V(y)52C cos(2qyy), the ‘‘kinetic energy’’ term being pro-
portional toB, and the electron ‘‘total energy’’A. Note that
unlike the quantum mechanical problem, here we have
addition, a fourth order derivative termg99. Moreover, the
coefficient B depends on the periodicity of the potentia
Nevertheless, the general form ofg(y) can be written, simi-
lar to the quantum mechanical problem, in terms of t
Bloch form:

g~y!5e2ky(
n

ane2inqyy 1 c.c. ~21!

The surface induced deformations of lamellar phases
similar to the deformations appearing in the symmetric
grain boundaries.29 The plane of symmetry between adjace
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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grains corresponds to the solid confining surface of our s
tem, and in both cases packing frustration near the inter
plays an important role. However, the fact that the surf
can have~nonuniform! interactions with the copolymer me
results in a richer set of phenomena in the system stu
here.

We now briefly mention how Eq.~18! can be solved.
More details can be found in Refs. 17 and 30. The form~21!
is substituted in Eq.~18! yielding a recurrence relation be
tween the coefficients$an%. Only for a special value of the
eigenvalue~wavenumber! k, the series in Eq.~21! con-
verges. Oncek is determined iteratively, the full solution o
Eq. ~18! is given analytically by Eq.~21!. If k is a solution,
then so are2k, k* and 2k* , recalling that Eq.~18! is a
fourth-order differential equation. The periodicity of th
‘‘potential term’’ is determined byqy , which depends on the
surface periodicitydx5(2p/qy)tanu . Modification of dx

smoothly changes Im(k) until it becomes equal to an intege
multiple of qy . At these degenerate values ofdx , the plot of
Re(k) as a function ofdx has two branches, each bran
corresponding to one possible solution ofk. The values ofdx

where the degeneracy appears are determined by the pro
ity to the ODT. For a semi-infinite BCP bounded by a sing
surface, the functiong(y) vanishes at infinity, allowing the
use of only thosek eigenvalues whose real part is positiv
g;exp@2Re(k)y#→0 asy→`.

In Fig. 2 we examine the BCP melt confined by o
sinusoidally patterned surface,s(x)5sq cos(qxx), with no
preference on average to one of the blocks,^s&50, for sev-
eral values of surface perioddx52p/qx , and for the fixed
value of the Flory parameterx.xc . The main effect of in-
creasing the surface perioddx with respect tod0 is to stabi-
lize tilted lamellae with increasing tilt angle. Note that ev
for dx5d0 @Fig. 2~a!# yielding no tilt, the perpendicula
lamellae have a different structure close to the surface a
induced by the surface pattern.

Although the surface interactions are assumed to
strictly local, the connectivity of the chains causes surfa
bound distortions to propagate into the bulk of the BCP m
Using the analogy with the grain boundary problem,17 we
conclude that the widthD of the deformation close to th
surface has aD;1/u scaling for smallu, which means that
D;(12d0 /dx)

21/2. However, in a thin film system as i
realized in experiments, this width may be too large to
detected ifD is larger than the inter-surface separation 2L.

The copolymer deformations are particularly importa
close to the ODT (x*xc), where deviations from the opti
mal lamellar shape do not cost much energy~in contrast to
the strong segregation casex@xc!, and the melt can adjus
more easily to the surface pattern. In Fig. 3 we show
same series of plots as in Fig. 2, but with the value of
Flory parameterNx510.6, closer to its critical value,Nxc

.10.49. The perfect lamellar shape is more distorted.
Concentration variations are governed by the pro

function g(y), and increase assq increases. In Fig. 4 the
Flory parameterx and the repeat perioddx are held fixed,
while the correctiondf increases assq is increased from 1
in ~a!, to 2 in ~b!, to 4 in ~c!, in units of hq0

3fq . Strong
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FIG. 2. Tilted lamellar phase between two parallel patterned surfaces.
surface patterning is modeled by the termsq cos(2px/dx). The lamellae tilt
angleu5arccos(d0 /dx) increase as the periodicity of the surfacedx increase:

u50 for dx5d0 in ~a!, u.48.1° for dx5
3
2 d0 in ~b! and u'70.5° for dx

53d0 in ~c!. The correction fielddf is more important for large tilt angles
as it relieves the elastic stress near the surface. In the plotssq /hq0

3fq51
and the Flory parameter,Nx511.5. In this and subsequent figurests /hq0

3

50.1 and maximum~A-rich! and minimum~B-rich! values off correspond
to white and black colors, respectively.
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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surface fields give rise to strong chain stretching near
surface. Very large amplitudesq increasesdf on the ex-
pense of the bulk order parameter,fb , which remains
constant. Note the similarity of these plots to the conto
plots of Ref. 28.

FIG. 3. The same sequence of tilt angles as in Fig. 2, but with the F
parameterNx510.8 much closer to its critical valueNxc.10.49. The si-
nusoidally modulated surface fields(x) causes strong distortions of th
tilted lamellar phase@parts~b! and~c!#, even farther away from the surface
Downloaded 15 Jul 2001 to 132.66.16.6. Redistribution subject to AIP
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IV. BCP THIN FILMS: ONE HOMOGENEOUS AND ONE
PATTERNED SURFACE

Until now we have considered the semi-infinite proble
of a BCP melt confined by one patterned surface. It is

yFIG. 4. Variation of the tilted lamellar morphology withsq , the amplitude
of surface fields. The value ofsq /hq0

3fq is varied from 1 in~a!, to 2 in ~b!,
to 4 in ~c!, while the Flory parameterNx511.Nxc , and the repeat period

dx5
3
2 d0 are held fixed.
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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experimental and theoretical interest to study thin films
BCP when they are confined between a heterogeneous~pat-
terned! surface and a second chemically homogeneous
face. This situation is encountered when a thin BCP is spr
on a patterned surface. The second interface is the film
interface~neglecting any height undulations!, and is homo-
geneous. Usually the free surface has a lower surface ten
with one of the two blocks. This bias can be modeled
adding a constants0 term to thes(x) surface field. For
simplicity, we assume that they52L surface remains
purely sinusoidal while they5L surface is attractive to on
of the A/B blocks:

s~x!5sq cos~qxx!, at y52L,
~22!

s~x!5s0 , at y5L.

A neutral surface aty5L is obtained as a special case wi
s050. The striped surface pattern is aty52L and the ex-
pression~14! for the bulk tilted phase is modified accord
ingly,

fb52fq cos@qxx1qy~y1L !#. ~23!

The surface free energy per unit length in thez-direction, Eq.
~6!, reads:

Fs5E dx$sq cos~qxx!f~x,y52L !1tsf
2~x,y52L !

1s0f~x,y5L !1tsf
2~x,y5L !%, ~24!

where for simplicity the surface parameterts is taken to be
the same on the two boundariesy56L.

For inter-surface separations 2L much larger than the
bulk lamellar period,d0 , the BCP morphology is similar to
the one-surface case. Bringing the two surfaces closer
gether changes the melt morphology. In our formalis
fb(x,y), being the zero-order approximation, remains u
changed, while the correctiondf changes~recalling that the
spatial variations offb , Eq. ~23!, comes from the imposed
tilt between the bulk lamellar phase and the surface dir
tion!. The homogeneous surface field aty5L induces a
lamellar layering parallel to the surface, since the two A
blocks are covalently linked together. The simplest way
account for this layering effect is to extend Eq.~16! to in-
clude anx-independent termw(y) in our ansatz for the orde
parameter:

df~x,y!5g~y!cos~qxx!1w~y!. ~25!

The free energy of the system is now written as a sum of
contributions:

DF5E $DFg1DFw%dy, ~26!

whereDFg is given by

DFg~y!52 1
2 t cos2~qyy!g21 1

4 h~qy
2g1g9!2

1 1
2 @sqg1ts~g222fqg!#d~y1L ! ~27!

1 1
2 ts@g222fq cos~2qyL !g#d~y2L !

and
Downloaded 15 Jul 2001 to 132.66.16.6. Redistribution subject to AIP
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DFw~y!52 1
2 tw21 1

2 h~q0
2w1w9!22mw

1~s0w1tsw
2!d~y2L !1tsw

2d~y1L !. ~28!

We note here that in the expansion of the free energy
second order indf the mixed terms which couplew andg in
DF vanish. Again, thew-dependent terms in the surface fre
energy Eq.~24! are expressed via a Dirac delta function. T
chemical potentialm couples only tow(y) and not tog(y),
and fixes the total A/B ratio in the system as is imposed
the parameterf of the BCP chains~taken to bef 5 1

2 in this
paper!. The Euler–Lagrange equation corresponding to t
free energy, Eq.~28!, is a linear, ordinary fourth-order differ
ential equation. Its solution can be written as a superposi
of four exponential functions and a constant term:

w~y!5Awe2kwy1Bwekwy1Aw* e2kw* y1Bw* ekw* y1const
~29!

with

kw
2 52q0

21At/h. ~30!

The boundary conditions obeyed byw(y) at y56L are

q0
2w~6L !1w9~6L !50,

2tsw~2L !1hq0
2w8~2L !1hw-~2L !50, ~31!

s012tsw~L !2hq0
2w8~L !2hw-~L !50,

and those obeyed byg(y) are similar to those in Eq.~20!:

qy
2g~6L !1g9~6L !50,

sq22tsfq12tsg~2L !1hqy
2g8~2L !1hg-~2L !50,

~32!

22tsfq cos~2qyL !12tsg~L !2hqy
2g8~L !2hg-~L !50.

In general the wavenumberkw and the amplitudesAw

andBw are complex. Expression~30! and ~29! are identical
to the zeroq-mode response of a BCP in presence of a s
face field for a system found above its ODT temperature
the disordered phase.8,16 Expression ~29! has decaying
modulations, as the wavevectorkw has both real and imagi
nary parts. The decay lengthj51/Re(kw) diverges as (x
2xc)

21/2, while the modulation periodicity is slightly longe
than that of the bulk lamellar phase~to orderx2xc!. Lastly,
the constant term in Eq.~29! @and the chemical potentialm in
Eq. ~28!# are determined by requiring that the total A/B rat
of monomers is conserved,*w(y)dy50.

Figure 5 demonstrates two different thin-film morphol
gies, for a melt confined between two patterned surfaces,
at y52L522d0 and another which is homogeneously a
tractive to the B monomers aty5L52d0 . The BCP close to
the lower and upper surfaces show different behavior, as
bottom surface is chemically patterned and the top is u
form. In Fig. 5~a! the top surface has a weak overall prefe
ence to the B monomers~in black!, while in ~b! this attrac-
tion is stronger, thus enhancing parallel lamellar order
~layering!.

This tilted lamellar phase confined by one homogene
and one patterned surface is a generalization of the m
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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~perpendicular and parallel! lamellar phase, usually referre
to as LM . The latter morphology occurs when the surfa
~imposed! periodicity dx is equal to the bulk periodicityd0 .
This ‘‘T-junction’’ morphology, shown in Fig. 6, has perpen
dicular lamellae extending from the patterned surface. T
homogeneous field at the opposite surface favors a par
orientation of the lamellae. The crossover region between
two orientations is found in the middle of the film, and i
morphology depends on the temperature, as can be see
comparing~a! in which Nx511 with ~b! whereNx510.7.
In the latter case the effect of the homogeneous field is m
evident, as parallel ordering extends from the top surfa
For homogeneous surfaces and symmetric (f 5 1

2) BCP melts,
these phases were considered unstable with respect to tL i

andL' phases,9,10 recalling that bulk T-junction defects ar
not usually found in experiments.29 However, strong enough
modulated surface fields stabilize the tilted lamellar phas
and in particular theLM .

FIG. 5. A contour plot for a BCP melt between a top homogeneous sur
at y5L, and a modulated bottom surface aty52L. The inter-surface sepa
ration 2L is chosen to be 4d0 and the modulated surface amplitude
sq /hq0

3fq52. The homogeneous top field iss0 /hq0
3fq50.6 in ~a!, and

larger s0 /hq0
3fq52 in ~b!, preferring adsorption of the B monomer

~black!. The effect of this field is clearly seen close to they5L surface. In
both plots the Flory parameter was chosen to beNx511 and the repeat

period of the bottom surface isd5
3
2 d0 .
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It is important to check the self-consistency of our fr
energy variation by studying the difference between the fi
and bulk free energies. We show the free energy decreas
a function of surface separation 2L in Fig. 7, whereDF is
taken from Eq.~26!. The free energy has a characteris
oscillatory behavior as a function of surface separation 2L.
The period of these energy barriers is different from the b
lamellar spacingd0 , and depends on the tilt angle of th
lamellae.

For separations larger than what is shown in Fig.
(2L.8d0) the free energy difference tends to zero, since
correction fielddf has an important contribution only at
finite range away from the surface. As one approaches
ODT temperature the free energy differenceDF becomes
larger compared to the bulk one becauseD, the width of
surface induced ordering, increases and the bulk free en
decreases. Far from the ODT, i.e., in the strong segrega

ce

FIG. 6. A BCP confined film showing a crossover from perpendicular lam
lae at they52L522d0 surface to parallel lamellae aty5L. The pattern
on the bottom surface,s(x)5sq cos(q0x), has the bulk periodicityd0 , and
amplitudesq52hq0

3, while the top surface (y5L) is homogeneously at-
tractive to the B polymer~in black!, s054hq0

3. In ~a! the Flory parameter is
Nx511, while in ~b! the temperature is closer to the ODT,Nx510.7.
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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limit, the bulk lamellar ordering is strong, and these surfa
corrections are important only for large surface fieldss.

V. CONCLUSION

We have employed a Ginzburg–Landau expansion of
free energy to study analytically the confinement effects
block copolymers between two surfaces as well as the in
facial behavior close to a single surface. For a BCP m
below its bulk ODT temperature, tilted lamellar phases
shown to exist between one patterned and one homogen
surface if the chemical pattern is strong enough, and if
other defects exist inside the film.

Our approach consists of expressing the copolymer o
parameterf as a sum of two terms. The first term accoun
for the bulk phasefb having the unperturbed periodicityd0 ,
while the presumably small correction,df, is entirely due to
the surface and has the surface periodicitydx .8,16 The extent
of the commensurate region far from the surface is de
mined by the range of the amplitude functiong(y) intro-
duced above, and it diverges at the ODT. This mean-fi
approach is valid close to the ODT, but not too close, wh
critical fluctuations are important.4,31 In addition, the linear
response fielddf is assumed small,df!fb , and this can be
justified if the surface fields is not too large.

The deviation from the perfect diagonal lamellaefb re-
lieves the BCP elastic energy near the surface, and ind
an almost locally-parallel ordering. The analytic expressio
presented here capture the effects Petera and Muthuku
investigated using the self-consistent field theory.28 More-
over, in the weak segregation limit studied here,x'xc , the
energetic difference between the lamellar and the disord
phases is small, leading to lamellae which are more a
nable to deformations. In this weak segregation regime
correction to the order parameter,df, gives an important
contribution to the free energy~as can be seen quantitative
in Fig. 7!, and to the resulting morphology. This descriptio

FIG. 7. The correction free energyDF ~divided byF @fb#, the bulk lamel-
lar free energy! as a function of the film thickness 2L. Lengths are scaled by
the bulk lamellar periodd0 . The period of the oscillations characterizing th
free energyDF is different fromd0 , because the lamellae are tilted wit
respect to the surface. For all points in the plot, the modulated surface
at y52L has an amplitudesq /hq0

3fq50.5 and a perioddx52p/qx

5
3
2 d0 , while the surface field aty5L is homogeneous withs05sq . The

Flory parameter isNx510.7 andts50.7hq0
3.
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however, is accurate only when the surface interactions
y52L are large, and the overall state is that of the tilt
lamellae morphology.

We find a similarity between thin BCP films and that
the symmetric tilt grain boundaries. In the latter system,
tilt angle is determined by the externally imposed relat
orientation of the two grains. In both systems, packing fr
tration of the polymer chains occur at the interface. Howev
the BCP film we consider here has a richer behavior beca
the model contains a real surface interacting chemically w
the chains. The analogy shows that the widthD of surface
deformation scales asD;(12d0 /dx)

21/2, for 12d0 /dx

!1.
We consider in particular the case where one of the s

faces uniformly prefers one of the blocks. This can be,
example, the free surface of the film~polymer/air interface!
and is accommodated in our model by considering an a
tional response field,w(y). Tilted lamellae appear at the pa
terned surface while parallel lamellae are created at the
posite surface, generalizing the mixed lamellar phasesLM

found for homogeneous surfaces.11,13 Morphologies similar
to T-junction defects are then obtained when the pattern
riod is the natural period. Although the energetic penalty
a T-junction in the bulk is high, chemically interacting su
faces can stabilize these structures.

The fieldw(y) is also used to describe the perpendicu
L' and parallel orientedL i lamellar phases found in the pre
ence of uniform surfaces. The free energies of these ph
change considerably under the influence of the surface fie
and hence the features of the phase diagram may be diffe
from that of the strong segregation regime.14
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